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ABSTRACT 
The simulation of moving sound sources represents a fundamental issue for efficiently representing virtual worlds 
and acoustic environments but it is limited by the Head Related Transfer Function resolution measurement, usually 
overcome by interpolation techniques. In this work, a novel time-varying binaural convolution / filtering algorithm 
is presented which, that takes into account both physical and psychoacoustic criteria, can efficiently simulate a 
moving sound source. It is shown that the proposed algorithm overcomes the excessive calculation load problems 
usually raised by legacy moving sound source spatial representation techniques, while high-quality 3D sound spatial 
quality is achieved in both terms of objective and subjective criteria. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Spatial representation of a number of sound sources 
around a listener represents a significant feature for 
implementing realistic virtual world environments, 
game engines and special-purpose simulators. Although 
many alternative spatial sound reproduction 
technologies exist (such as analog and digital surround 
sound formats [1] – [2], wavefield synthesis [3] and 
ambisonics [4]), binaural reproduction represents a very 
promising and attractive format for immersive audio 
applications, especially when increased portability is 
required [5].  

It is well-known that using binaural technology, the 
spatial placement of any virtual sound source is 
performed by filtering monaural recorded or synthesized 
sound with Head Related Transfer Function (HRTFs) 
[6]. In general, the latter functions describe the paths 
between a sound source and each ear of a human 
listener in terms of a) the interaural time difference 
(ITD) imposed by the different propagation times of the 
sound wave to the two (left and right) human ears and 
b) the interaural level difference (ILD) introduced by 
the different propagation path lengths, as well as the 
shadowing effect of the human head. 

In real sound environments, it is very usual to listen to 
moving sound sources. Obviously, sound source (or 
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receiver) movement introduces variable source – 
receiver spatial relative positions. Hence, the 
representation of a moving sound source using binaural 
technology requires the employment of a set of HRTFs 
that corresponds to all possible spatial locations. 
However, these functions are typically measured for a 
specific finite set of horizontal and vertical angles and 
positions. In order to overcome this restriction, HRTFs 
interpolation techniques can be employed [7]. As it will 
be explained later, this process induces additional, high 
computational load and renders real-time binaural 
processing implementations insufficient. Moreover, 
when moving sound sources (or receivers) are 
simulated, additional psychoacoustic parameters and 
cues should be considered for authentic sound 
reproduction, such as the Doppler Illusion [8] and the 
precedence effect [9], [6]. 

In this work, a novel frequency-based, time-varying 
filtering method is introduced that minimizes the need 
of additional computations for accurate moving sound-
sources representation. This mechanism additionally 
takes into account psychoacoustic criteria and cues for 
perceptually optimizing the 3D audio representation 
performance. 

The paper is organized as following: Section 2 presents 
a general overview of binaural technology and its 
application to moving sound sources simulation while in 
Section 3, a generic model for binaural sound motion 
simulation is introduced and analyzed. In Section 4, 
typical results of the performance of the proposed 
moving sound source simulation model are presented, 
using both objective and subjective criteria. Finally, 
Section 5 concludes this work. 

2. BINAURAL SOUND MOTION SIMULATION 
BACKGROUND 

Binaural technology is based on binaural synthesis [10], 
which employs the impulse responses (called HRTFs) 
from the audio source to each of the two human 
eardrums and allows for accurate sound source 
immersion. Binaural synthesis may also incorporate 
sound field models of closed enclosures for producing 
binaural room simulations, allowing for the accurate 3D 
sound representation in real or virtual spaces and rooms 
[11].  

In the context of real-world applications (such as 
interactive virtual world representations) the realistic 
simulation of moving sound sources is nowadays more 
than required; However, as it was previously mentioned, 

it imposes a number of difficulties originating mainly 
from the discrete set of positions for which the HRTFs 
are usually measured and from the time - varying 
characteristics and parameters of such a system. 
Available digital signal processing methods for moving 
sound sources binaural synthesis are generally based on 
static structures, namely Linear - Time - Invariant (LTI) 
systems. Time - varying outputs can be obtained by 
either (a) Output Cross – Fading or (b) by Parameter 
Cross – Fading. In output cross – fading the output is a 
blend of input processed simultaneously with past and 
present parameters. On the other hand, parameter cross 
– fading relies on a varying set of rendering parameters 
[12]. 

Binaural sound motion simulation has already been 
intensively investigated by many researchers [13] – 
[17]. In general, such processing takes place in the time 
domain or in the frequency domain (overlap – add 
methods) or in time – frequency representations. 
Parameter cross – fading is usually used in the time 
domain, where the HRTFs are either approximated by 
IIR filters, or minimum phase filters where the 
interaural time differences ITDs are pre-calculated and 
simulated by time varying digital time delays. For the 
case of frequency domain processing output cross – 
fading can be applied (or alternatively an overlap on the 
input data), which smoothes out the transients occurring 
when filters are changed [18].  

The main drawback of time – domain methods is that 
they are based on alteration of the features of the 
HRTFs (minimum-phase or IIR approximations). On 
the other hand, simple output cross-fading, apart from 
being computationally burdensome, as a mixture of two 
different systems might not resemble that of a single 
system intermediate between the two [12]. 

Authentic representation of moving sound sources in 
virtual auditory environments requires smooth 
rendering. Among others, this is accomplished with 
either high spatial resolution ( 5≤ o ) of the HRTF 
measured catalogues or with appropriate interpolation 
algorithms [7].  

A good summary of HRTF interpolation techniques has 
been reported by Hartung et al. [7]. In general, HRTF 
interpolation can be performed in the time domain [19], 
the frequency domain (i.e. in terms of magnitude and 
phase) or on other representations like principle - 
component - analysis - coefficients (PCA) [20], 
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Karhunen - Loeve transformations [21], and pole - zero 
models [22]-[24].  

3. EFFICIENT BINAURAL SOUND MOTION 
SIMULATION  

During this work, the following requirements were 
considered as fundamental parameters for efficiently 
designing moving sound sources simulation techniques 
in real-time: 

a) The computational complexity should be as 
low as possible in order to be able to execute in 
real-time. Towards this aim, FFT-based 
Overlap-Add block convolution was selected 
as the basis of the real – time processing. 

b) All HRTFs employed [25] are pre-measured 
FIR filters. The HRTF length is 512 samples, 
while the sampling frequency equals to 44.1 
kHz. Moreover, the HRTFs features are not 
altered in any way (like minimum phase, IIR 
approximations etc.). Only HRTF equalization 
is applied based on diffuse – field – 
equalization [11]. 

c) In order to assess the perceptual effect of the 
moving sound source simulation, no room-
simulation was considered in this work.  

d) For authentic sound source movement, 
psychoacoustic parameters and criteria must be 
considered, typically such as the Minimum 
Audible Angles (MAAs), the Minimum Audible 
Movement Angles (MAMAs), as well as the 
Doppler Illusion. 

The above requirements and constraints are 
concentrated in a generic model for binaural sound 
motion simulation, depicted in Figure 1. In the above 
generic binaural sound motion simulation model it is 
assumed that a sound source can move from a position 
A to a position B, on an arbitrary trajectory in a 3-
Dimensional space, as depicted in Figure 2. During this 
movement, the positions of both the sound source and 
the listener must be sampled and any changes should be 
tracked for updating all the necessary motion - related 
parameters. 

The Motion Parameters Estimation & Decision Module 
is responsible for the estimation of the motion 
parameters (velocity, speed, acceleration). As it is 
shown in Figure 1, depending on the values of these 
parameters it is decided whether Doppler Illusion 

Simulation [8] should be applied and whether the 
Binaural Impulse Responses (BIRs) should be updated. 

Time-Varying 
Convolution Engine

Position Sampling of Sound Source and Listener

Change?
YesNo

On New Position

Pitch Shift
On Doppler Illusion

Update Binaural IRs   

Motion Parameters 
Estimation and 

Decision Module

 

Figure 1  Architecture of the proposed generic sound 
motion algorithm 

A B

x

y

z

 

Figure 2  Sound source movement from position A to 
position B in 3D space 

The Time-Varying Convolution Engine is primarily 
responsible for producing audio data with no artifacts 
for changing positions and thus filters coefficients. 
Additionally, it should simulate the Doppler Illusion. 
For the time - varying convolution engine, a Time 
Frequency Representation (TFR) based on Short Time 
Fourier Transform (STFT) signal processor was 
selected, followed by all the necessary spectral 
modifications [26]. 

3.1. Motion Parameters Estimation & Decision 
Module 

As it was mentioned in the previous Section, this 
module is responsible for the estimation of the motion 
parameters (velocity, speed, acceleration). A critical 
factor for minimizing the computational complexity 
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required is to process changes in the position of a 
moving sound source only when these are perceptually 
important. Psychoacoustical data concerning MAAs and 
MAMAs provide valuable information to this approach. 
A good summary of the available data is given in [27]. 
Most of these data have been encapsulated in the motion 
parameters & decision module as simple look - up 
tables, where the minimum values of MAAs and 
MAMAs have been considered. If, for example, a sound 
source moves with 128 /° second, according to Perrot & 
Tucker [28], the smallest MAMA is 6 ° at 950 Hz. 
Consequently, the binaural filters are sufficient to 
change every 128 / 6 ≈ 21 times per second. If, on the 
other hand, a block length of 1024 samples is used at a 
sampling frequency of 44100 Hz, it makes 44100 / 1024 
≈ 43 times per second, which is the maximum 
processing rate. Obviously, it is not necessary to change 
the filters 43 times per second when a change rate equal 
to 21Hz is perceptually enough. Thus, in this case, 
significant computational effort can be saved.  

When FFT based convolution is applied, for each 
change of the position of a moving sound source, a 
complex FFT of the new HRTF must be calculated. 
Apart from that, as mentioned earlier, HRTF 
interpolation introduces additional computational load, 
which is far from negligible. In the current study HRTF 
catalogues of 5o degrees spatial resolution in azimuth 
were used [25], with no interpolation. This spatial 
resolution was considered to be adequate for the 
purposes of the current study. Nevertheless, in order to 
reduce the computational effort as much as possible, a 
simple HRTF Encoding Scheme was applied. According 
to this scheme the FFT, of predefined block length and 
sampling frequency, was taken for each pair of HRTFs 
and the complex coefficients were stored in a file, 
instead of the time domain coefficients. 

Concerning the Doppler Effect, it is well-known that it 
refers to the change in frequency that occurs when there 
is relative motion between a wave - emitting source and 
an observer. In the auditory domain a sound source 
traveling at a constant velocity past a stationary 
observer will drop in observed frequency both as it 
approaches and departs. Here, the term observed 
frequency refers to the physical frequency of the sound, 
measured at the point of observation. Because no rise in 
frequency actually occurs, this perception is called the 
Doppler Illusion [8]. The motion parameters & decision 
module is also responsible for enabling / disabling the 
Doppler Illusion Simulation, that takes place in the time 

– varying convolution engine described in the following 
paragraph.  

3.2. Time-Varying Convolution Engine 

For real - time filtering of FIR filters, block convolution 
methods operating in frequency are a necessity. FFT 
based Overlap - Add Method for block convolution [29] 
is the basis of the processing for the analysis that 
follows. Figure 3 depicts the structure of a typical 
Overlap - Add FFT based block convolution. 
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Figure 3  Typical Overlap - Add FFT block convolution 

This kind of processing becomes inefficient when the 
filter coefficients change in successive blocks of input 
data. Figure 4 illustrates this problem. In this case, 2048 
samples of a 120Hz sinewave are filtered in two 
successive blocks of 1024 samples. The first 1024 
samples were convolved with the (left) HRTF at 
position A ( 0o ) and the next 1024 are convolved with 
the (left) HRTF at position B ( 5o ). The length of the 
HRTF filters is 512 samples at a sampling frequency of 
44.1 kHz. Clearly, within the time interval that 
correspond to the samples between 1024 and 1535 
(=1024+512-1), a waveform discontinuity occurs, which 
results into strong audible distortion. 
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This discontinuity can be resolved by applying output 
cross – fading processing, as illustrated in Figure 5. In 
this case, the input signal is typically processed twice; 
the results are multiplied with a fade-in or fade-out 
function and added together. However, as mentioned 
earlier, simple output cross-fading, is computationally 
burdensome, as two different systems must process in 
parallel. 

 
Figure 4  Discontinuity generated when a 120Hz tone is 

convolved with the left HRTF of 0o and 5o . 
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Figure 5  Simple Cross-Fading processing 

In an initial effort towards the minimization of the 
computational complexity, the Compact Cross – Fading 
technique based on FFT overlap – add convolution was 
designed by the authors during this work. The basic 
functionality of this technique is described in Figure 6. 
The functional structure of the Compact Cross – Fading 
method is based on a combination of the overlap-add 
FFT convolution and the output cross – fading systems 
that were described previously. As far as computational 
effort is concerned, there is practically no gain. 
However, the benefit is that a single module can be 
considered as a time – varying convolution engine.  

With these considerations in mind combined with the 
fact that Doppler Illusion simulation should somehow 
be encapsulated in the time – varying convolution 
engine, the attention of the authors was redirected to 
well – known spectral audio signal processing 
algorithms based on Short - Time Fourier Transform 

(STFT). It is well - known that the STFT is a powerful 
general - purpose tool for audio signal processing. It 
defines a particularly useful class of time - frequency 
distributions which specify complex amplitude versus 
time and frequency for any signal [26]. 
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Figure 6  Architecture of the proposed Compact Cross-
Fading 

A very interesting (and intuitive) way of modifying a 
sound is to make a two-dimensional representation of it, 
modify this representation in some or other way and 
reconstruct a new signal from this representation. 
Consequently a digital audio effect based on TFR 
requires three steps: (a) an analysis, (b) a transformation 
and (c) a re-synthesis. The analysis / synthesis scheme is 
termed as phase vocoder [30]. 

The usual mathematical definition of STFT for discrete 
time signals is: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) j n
m m

n n

X x n x n w n mR e ωω
∞ ∞

−

=−∞ =−∞

= = −∑ ∑  (1) 

where ( )x n  is the input signal time representation, and 
( )w n  is the window function of length M. 
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Additionally, ( )mX ω  denotes the Discrete Time 
Fourier Transform (DTFT) of windowed data centered 
about time mR  and R  corresponds to the hop size, in 
samples, between successive windows. 

If the window ( )w n  has the Constant Overlap - Add 
(COLA) property at hop size R, that is: 

( ) 1, , ( ( ))
m

w n mR n Z w COLA R
∞

=−∞

− = ∀ ∈ ∈∑  (2) 

then according to [26], the sum of the successive DTFTs 
over time equals the DTFT of the initial signal, that is 

( ) ( ) ( )m
m

X X DTFT xωω ω
∞

=−∞

= =∑   (3) 

For windows that satisfy the COLA property, it is 
possible to obtain an Overlap – Add STFT Processor 
similar to the typical Overlap – Add FFT processor 
(illustrated in Figure 3). This is accomplished by 
multiplying each spectral frame ( )mX ω  by some filter 

frequency response ( )mH ω . One should note that 

mH can be different for each frame, providing a certain 
class of time - varying filters. Additional spectral 
modifications may be applied for the simulation of the 
Doppler Illusion, by legacy pitch shifting [30]. The 
above discussion and mathematical relationships are 
synopsized in Figure 7, where the proposed architecture 
for binaural simulation of moving sound sources is 
depicted. 

Practical implementations of the above relationships use 
the Fast – Fourier Transform (FFT), which may be 
regarded as a sampled DTFT. A very good overview of 
the “tips & tricks” for a correct practical implementation 
of the above structure are given in [31]. Briefly, the key 
– points, among others, have to do with the choice of 
the framing window and hop size, the correct window 
periodicity, the FFT centering and the zero – padding of 
frames. 

Moreover, it is important to note, that with this 
structure, the computational effort is the same for either 
static sound sources or moving sound sources. For 
moving sound sources a small overhead is only 
introduced because of the calculation of the FFT of the 
filters that correspond to the new position. However, 
this calculation overhead can be eliminated using the 

HRTF Encoding Scheme that was described previously 
in Section 3.1. 
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Figure 7  Architecture of STFT signal processor for the 
binaural simulation of moving sound sources 

Additionally, for Doppler Illusion representation, a 
simulation method provided in [17] was employed 
during this work. Using this method, the scaling of the 
frequency measured at the sound source to that 
measured at the receiver position can be approximated 
by the function: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) 1
( )

xx t yy t zz tg t
cr t

+ +
= −   (4) 

where  

2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r t x t y t z t= + +   (5) 

and x , y , z  are the vector elements of the sound 
source velocity with respect to the listener, ( )x t , ( )y t  
and ( )z t  are the positions of the sound source with 
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respect to the listener, and c  is speed of sound in air. 
The Doppler Effect measured at the receiver position 
can be viewed as an instantaneous frequency 
modulation imposed on each frequency component of 
the sound source, such that ( ) ( )R S

i if t f g t= , for the i-
th frequency component of the signal. Thus, a general 
time dependent signal can be defined: 

( ) cos[ ( )]i i is t A tθ=    (6) 

where ( )i tθ is the instantaneous phase. The 
instantaneous frequency at the receiver can be defined 
in terms of the instantaneous phase as 

( )1( )
2

R i
i

d tf t
dt

θ
π

=    (7) 

and ( )i tθ can be obtained by simple integration, that is 

0
( ) 2 ( )

tS
i it f g dθ π λ λ= ∫    (8) 

Appropriate substitution and evaluation of the above 
integral yields to a remarkably simple instantaneous 
phase generation function for Doppler (after removal of 
a constant phase term): 

( )( ) 2 ( )S
i i

r tt f t
c

θ π= −    (9) 

where ( )r t  is the time – varying range. 

4. RESULTS 

The proposed sound source motion simulation 
algorithms was implemented as an extension of the 
Amphiotik 3D Audio Engine [11] developed by the 
authors and it was evaluated using the Amphiotik 
Synthesis application [32]. The latter software 
application provides a robust and user friendly user 
interface for defining source and listener positions as 
well as binaural simulation parameters in real-time. 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
moving sound source simulation technique using 
objective criteria, a white noise test signal of 5.94 
seconds duration was generated and spatialized with the 
following parameters: 

• Block length 2048 samples. 
• Sampling frequency 44.1 kHz. 
• Initial source position: 2 meters away from the 

listener at 0 degrees azimuth and 0 degrees 
elevation. 

Finally, the sound source motion was defined as a circle 
trajectory surrounding the listener, in the horizontal 
plane, with a speed of 60 degrees / second. With this 
speed and test signal duration a full circle is covered. 

The binaural output from the sound motion simulation 
was stored in a file and it was further analyzed in order 
to acquire the Head - Related Spectrograms (HRS) of 
the left and right channels. As defined in [33], the HRS 
encompasses the modification imposed on a sound 
signal between its source transcribing a particular 
trajectory and its detection at the ears. Hence, they 
represent the HRTF variation smoothness during the 
sound source movement. 

Figure 8 depicts the HRS obtained using the STFT 
sound source movement simulation method. For 
comparison reasons, the corresponding HRS obtained 
using the Compact Cross – Fading algorithm, are also 
shown in Figure 9.  

 
Figure 8 Measured HRS using STFT 

It should be noted that the darker areas correspond to 
more signal power than the lighter areas. The 
spectrograms of both methods show a smooth transition 
between the various positions. The only noticeable 
difference is that for the STFT method, and when the 
power is low for high frequencies (above approximately 
10 kHz), small fluctuations occur for these frequencies. 
The reasons of this observation are currently 
investigated by the authors. However, a number of 
perceptual tests performed using trained audience has 
shown that these fluctuations are not audible. 
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Figure 9 Measured HRS using Compact Cross Fading 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The problem of simulating moving sound sources in real 
- time is mainly originating from the high computational 
load that legacy simulation techniques impose. In this 
work a novel frequency - based, time - varying filtering 
method is introduced that minimizes the need of 
additional computations for accurate moving sound - 
sources representation. 

The performance of the proposed time - varying HRTF 
frequency - based method was objectively evaluated by 
Head - Related Spectrograms (HRS) that showed that 
the sound source movement is in terms of HRS very 
smooth, while the spatial performance achieved is very 
high. Moreover, compared to other moving sound 
sources simulation methods, the proposed technique 
does not introduce any additional computational load, 
especially when the available HRTF data are available 
as complex representations in the frequency domain.  

Additionally, a number of subjective listening tests has 
verified the above results. More specifically, from these 
tests it was found that the sound source movement is 
perceived very smoothed, rendering the proposed 
method suitable for high - quality virtual reality and 
multimedia applications. 
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